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Kilcoy chamber of commerce & Community Inc – Business Plan
Entity:

Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community Inc
ABN 55 042 176 598
IA18805 001
is an incorporated body operating in Australia.

Location:

Kilcoy was the heartland of the Jinibara people, a nation of five clans. The Chamber
acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the lands where Kilcoy now stands, pay
respect to their Elders – past, present and emerging – and acknowledge the
important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people continue to play within
the Kilcoy and District community.
Located in Kilcoy, northern gateway to Somerset Region, South Burnett, Darling
Downs, Lockyer Valley, and Sunshine Coast and within 100km of Brisbane enjoying
easy access to all of South East Queensland. The location was chosen by local
indigenous clans for its direct access to major river systems and wetlands. Kilcoy
forbearers recognised the rich grazing potential. Early Settler, Sir Evan Mackenzie
renamed the town formerly Hopetoun after his Scottish origins and local township
“KILCOY”.

Established:

Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce has been servicing the business community since
1987. The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce Inc became incorporated in 2000, a shift in
member’s priorities saw the Chamber rename as the Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce
& Community Inc in 2002. Since the rise of the Kilcoy District Progress Alliance Inc in
2018 and its charter to serve the Kilcoy and District Community, the Kilcoy Chamber
of Commerce & Community Inc is once again reviewing its core focus.

Members:

The membership of the organisation is open to all businesses who reside in the
Kilcoy District and who have a desire to foster the values of the organisation.
Membership is also open to Rural Enterprises, community group representatives &
organisations. The current executive positions are President, Vice President,
Treasurer and Secretary and nominated committee member(s).
President
Vice
President
Secretary

Purpose:

Treasurer

Committee
Member

The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community Inc (KCCC Inc) is dedicated to
providing a strong voice representing local business issues to local government;
marketing local business through social media platforms, local newspaper articles,
national magazines, local radio stations and regional networking. The Chamber
identifies and recognises need within the business community and its future
endeavours are to provide worthy support for business concerns.

.
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The Market:

Kilcoy is a township of approximately 2000 people, with a diverse population. Kilcoy
services local districts of Mount Kilcoy, Sandy Creek, Jimna, Winya, Villeneuve,
Glenfern, Royston, Neurum, Gregors Creek, Hazeldean, Somerset Dam Village and
Woolmar a combined population of approximately 4,540, median age 37 yrs.
(Source: 2016 Census Quick Stats) Of the employed people in Kilcoy (State Suburbs),
37.7% worked in Meat Processing. Other major industries of employment include
Aged Care Residential Services 3.0%, Secondary Education 2.9%, Beef Cattle Farming
(Specialised) 2.3% and Supermarket and Grocery Stores 2.3%. Kilcoy must establish
itself as a desired place to live, work and play.
We have strong future growth potential with Kilcoy Global Foods expanding to a
potential $1.2billion enterprise. Recruitment drives to secure qualified tradespeople,
technical and mechanical expertise will see 400-600 new employees that will bring a
potential 1800-2000 additional individuals to Kilcoy and District. Kilcoy must be able
to retain its services and infrastructure to meet the needs and demands of the
growing Kilcoy Global Foods enterprise.

Somerset Region Map
Goals:

KCCC Inc defines two broad goals:
The Business Goal is to rejuvenate Kilcoy and district business confidence in the
Chamber.
The Brand goal is to enhance the Chambers advocacy role, reputation and visibility
within Qld and the Somerset region by being a voice for Kilcoy and district business.

Finances:

Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community Inc derives its primary income source
from membership and some donations. The forward step to review the direction of
KCCC Inc has brought new focus into the organisation and this has allowed greater
diversity. New members bring media knowledge, business acumen and energy.
The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community must engage with the Kilcoy and
district business community to earn trust and respect. A new direction and strategy
is hoped to fuel attention and participation.
Future financial support will also be sought from Grants, donations, sponsorship and
local government funds allocation through local councils.

The Association
Overview

The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community has been around in a form since
1987 and was incorporated in 2000. The Committee focused for several years on the
business interests of Kilcoy then extended into including community interests. This
caused some concern over time with business owners who did not see specifically
that community concerns were relevant to the Chamber of Commerce. The current
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focus is now regaining the trust of business and recovering strength in the Kilcoy
Chamber of Commerce’s ability to assist and support local business concerns. Thus
stimulating business confidence.
Governance

The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community is incorporated, adhering to the
constitution and all facets of Local Council, State and Federal laws and regulations.
All meetings are documented with controls in place to ensure effective and
contemporaneous notes.

Sustainability
Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community recognises the importance of
environmental, social and governance (ESG) understanding. Investors in today’s
economy are increasingly aware of issues including climate risk, human rights,
supply chain, management, diversity and safety. The Kilcoy business community
must also address these complex challenges to deliver integrated solutions and
create long-term business value.
Risk
Management

The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community Inc understands Fraud and sloppy
record keeping are the major risk factors in community organisations. The Chamber
has Public Liability Insurance cover of $20,000,000.00 covering all operations.
Protocols ensure risk is low for fraudulent activity. Contemporaneous notes are
taken and forwarded to executive members for clarification and validation. A
spreadsheet is kept detailing all actionable items for planning and organisation. All
communication is standardised to ensure best practice and understanding of emails,
commentary, letters and reporting.

Risk

Liklihood

Impact

Strategy

fraudulent financial
activity

Likely

High

Financial provider x 3
tier approvals and
signatories

Sloppy record keeping

Unlikely

Medium

Contemporaneous
notes are checked for
validity before posting.

Injury or damage to
assets or humans

Unlikely

Low

Liability Insure cover
for any event

Preamble
Kilcoy is a town founded on the timber, beef and dairy industries. Kilcoy is experiencing a slowing of
economic advantage despite its robust agricultural history and the growth of the Kilcoy Pastoral
Company as it becomes a Global leader in Australian Beef exports. The total number of businesses
operating in Kilcoy in 2015 was 490 (Source: 2015 Census) in the past 24 months 6 businesses have
closed their doors either by retirement or sale while 3 mechanical support businesses have opened
in 2018. The businesses that closed represent significant loss to the community with green grocer
and clothing supply gone. According to the 2015 Census, 16 (net) Business closed their doors.
Although Kilcoy enjoys major services including Banking, Postal, Education, Medical, Health, Dental,
Aged Care, Allied Health, Butchers, Bakers, Real Estate, Accommodation, Mechanical, Industry, Farm
produce and Fuel, it is imperative that we do not lose anymore current operators or essential
services.
A major Kilcoy strength is its location, the East/West Link connecting the coast to western QLD via
major road networks within 100km from Brisbane and the Sunshine Coast. Central to major
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transport links including Brisbane, Sunshine Coast and Toowoomba Airports. We have all the
benefits of country living within reach of Brisbane city and other major centres. Kilcoy offers all the
services to tourism, a key component to council tourism planning.
Current
The Kilcoy Township has suffered in recent times with a decline in business confidence, businesses
closing doors and business owners retiring, and their services to the community retiring with them.
A rejuvenation of business confidence is the Chambers primary goal. Somerset Regional Council Long
Term Community Plan – Somerset Futures 2010-2020 predicts by 2031 the Somerset Region will be
home to approximately 36,000 people, an estimated increase of 16,000 new residents and 6,500
dwellings. Referring to the South East Queensland Regional Plan, Kilcoy is expected to absorb much
of this growth along with Fernvale and Esk. We know now that the Kilcoy Global foods alone will
potentially bring 2,000 new residents to Kilcoy in addition to the 6,500 already predicted to the
region.
Kilcoy has a median population Age of 37 yet is not well equipped to give young families the
environment they ultimately need to feel part of the community of Kilcoy. The Somerset Economic
Development Plan highlights this challenge. “Attracting young families and providing the jobs and
opportunities for these families locally can help mitigate the effects of Somerset’s ageing
population.” Somerset Regional Long Term Community Plan for a “Vibrant Somerset” clearly
highlights that support is needed to create and encourage young people and families to engage in
social and economic opportunities. “Somerset needs to maintain its level of services and capabilities
in health, education, retail and other services needed for a vibrant community.” (Source: Somerset
Economic Development Plan) There is urgent need for Kilcoy to be able to support families with the
impending growth of the Kilcoy Global Foods employment base.
Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community is representing all the businesses of our town & district.
Alongside the great achievements of the Kilcoy District Progress Alliance Inc, Kilcoy Lions Club, Kilcoy
Art Society and Historical Society, It must promote the great lifestyle of our town and serve as a strong
voice to our regional council and all levels of government to ensure that our town continues to thrive.
The Future
The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community Inc recognises the work being undertaken by the
Somerset Council’s Economic 2015-2020 Development Plan Sub-Committee. Particularly supporting
growth in towns and villages, advocating for investment in infrastructure that supports industry and
community development and certainly promoting Kilcoy within the Somerset Region as a high
quality destination for business owners and their employees.
Kilcoy vibrancy is critical to the success of the Somerset Economic Development Plan. As the
northern gateway to the Somerset Region and the East West Link to South East Queensland, Kilcoy
has a major role to play in being an attractive destination for new investment and ensuring retention
of current business enterprise.
The D’Aguilar Highway and the Brisbane Valley Highway are vital highways connecting SE
Queensland. They support the daily movement or residents and visitors and facilitate the
transportation of livestock and agricultural produce, from the region and areas west and north of
Somerset. Kilcoy knows this all too well. Our main Streets are the D’Aguilar Highway and the Kilcoy
Global Food transports must pass through our town. “Maintaining these highways not only supports
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economic activity within the Somerset, but is an important resource to support competitive
transportation of goods into and out of South East Queensland”
(Source: Somerset Economic Development Plan)
The Somerset Economic Development Plan clearly recognises the challenges that lay ahead, the
focus of the Plan being on growth of the Tourism Sector for Somerset; however the Kilcoy Chamber
of Commerce & Community Inc places greater emphasis on the necessities of Local businesses. It is
local business in Kilcoy and the Region that require support in order to thrive and maintain growth
and development regardless of the industry to which they are related. There is continuing demand
to invest in infrastructure. NBN has reached Kilcoy with mixed success. The telecommunications
reach in the District is challenging due to the layout of the landscape. Wireless networks are the
preferred method of business communication where the NBN allows.
Vision Statement
Provide Kilcoy and district businesses with the necessary support to see the Kilcoy economy thrive
and be recognised as a favoured destination for investment.
Mission Statement
To create opportunities for business within our district and provide a collective voice on behalf of
members, by lobbying and advocating issues affecting business enterprise.
Goal
Objective:

To be Champion of Kilcoy to inspire confidence and unity of the Kilcoy Business
Community.

Strategy:

We will do this by listening to Kilcoy Business concerns. We will provide ongoing
support to Kilcoy Businesses so they can concentrate on their business. We will seek
to encourage and motivate ideas. We will promote sustainable actions and we will
assist local business through advocacy and representation.

Community Engagement
The Chamber will build on communication strategies to enable confidence in the
Chamber’s objectives. Community engagement will allow responsibility for the
future of our town and district to be shared.
Strategy - Action Plan
To outline the guiding principles and broad goals to ensure the longevity of the Chamber of
Commerce to meet its objectives of driving confidence in Kilcoy business to the wider community
and local government.

Trust

Support

Encourage

Environmental
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Guiding principles, strategy’s broad goals are to:






Earn Trust: Realign Chamber objectives to meet Business concerns.
Provide Support: Encourage local Business enterprise.
Encourage: Promote Kilcoy as the Destination Central to 5 Regions.
Environmental: Foster ideas to reduce waste management.
Advocacy: create opportunities through collective voice.

Trust
Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community has reviewed its charter and objectives through a
consultative process with members at meetings over the past 6 months. It has begun the process of
realigning its core objective by taking steps to remove “Community” from its name. Kilcoy
community concerns are now well served with the presence of the Kilcoy District Progress Alliance
who remain a valuable member of the Chamber of Commerce. This is the first step in building trust
with business that their concerns are aligned with the Chamber.
Provide Support
The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community offers local business a platform for safe and open
discussion where business, industry, governance concerns can be expressed in confidence. An open
door policy for members to be able to bring suggestions, support, ideas to the Chamber for full and
candid consultation.
Encourage
The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community intends to encourage business ideas that will foster
growth and support local employment.
Environmental
Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community recognises the importance of waste reduction and the
need to support the Somerset Regional Councils Waste Reduction and Recycling Plan 2018-2022. We
believe that Business can do its part to assist the community with their own waste management
plans. We are confident that a targeted approach will support both business objectives and the
reduction of waste by residents in the community.
Advocacy
The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community will represent its members to the greater Somerset
Region by way of being a Regional member and fostering partnerships with other stakeholders. This
will ensure problems and success are shared and learnt from.
Initiatives and Strategy:
Trust
Initiative:
Give Business a reason to trust the Chamber again, Name change of the Chamber to better align to
objectives.
Strategy:
Change the name through ASIC. Update the Logo to incorporate the name change, update the
website, market through social media, local media, Qld Tourism, Qld and Regional Chambers of
Commerce, Local Government, Industry.
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Support
Initiative:
The Chamber offers regular meetings in a neutral environment.
Strategy:
Invite local business, industry stakeholders and regional representatives to the “Launch” of the new
Chamber of Commerce and reveal objectives of the Business Plan.
Encourage
Initiative:
Provide Business owners with a platform for open discussion of all Business matters and concerns in
a confidential environment.
Strategy:
Sponsor meetings at local destinations in a relaxed but business destination. Foster trust through
encouragement of support for dialogue over ideas, concerns and cooperative activities.
Environmental
Initiative:
Approach local businesses in the district and region that have a vested interest in products that
impact waste management objectives.
Strategy:
Invite these businesses to promote their products and services by offering reductions/discounts to
locals (proof of address) who purchase new items in their quest to address and embrace the
Somerset Regions Waste Management Plan and efforts in reducing waste in the region. Eg:
Thrifty Link Hardware Kilcoy, Home Timber & Hardware Toogoolawah, Mitre 10 Fernvale, Home
Timber and Hardware the Esk District Co-Operative, Lowood Mitre 10.
Advocacy
Initiative:
Foster relationships and partnerships with regional stakeholders.
Strategy:
Meet with Southern Business Alliance to align objectives and promote synergy for a regional
approach to business support and economic development. Commit to open dialogue with local
council and government stakeholders in support of business requirements and concerns.
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CHALLENGES
Services
Kilcoy enjoys the services and infrastructure that the educational, health and banking sectors afford
us. To have a dedicated bank branch is exceptional. To have several schools in the district to cater
for the education of the districts children is also a wonder. Kilcoy has impressive Health and Allied
Health services with dedicated staff supported by volunteers that take great care of Kilcoy and
district residents. Kilcoy faces the challenge of keeping these services and protecting them from
abandonment. The Somerset Region as a whole faces challenges. An aged population and population
dispersal causes cost fracture in maintaining and keeping services to the area.
Youth – work and skills
Kilcoy does not currently have the ability to provide its youth with meaningful work despite the best
efforts of local business who offer employment. The Somerset Long Term Plan recognises the need
to work with government and business to develop a plan for workforce and regional economic
development (Copy of this plan??) Kilcoy must be able to represent the needs of its own businesses
especially in the presence of Kilcoy Global foods needing community support to ensure it is fully able
to implement its growth plans and develop opportunities for the Kilcoy District.
Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community Business Plan 2018- 2020
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Roads and Highway Links
Kilcoy suffers from road fatigue where the major connecting road east to west, the D’Aguilar
Highway is torn about by the trucks and caravans that frequent the Highway. If patterns of regional
growth are the benchmark, local businesses can account for 80% of the new investment in a region.
If Somerset Region wishes to see business investment in the region, this highway must be
maintained and that encompasses Bruce Highway connecting to Brisbane Valley Highway and the
Burnett Region. Roads and connecting highways must be kept safe to use and free from damage
caused to vehicles. According to the Regional Development Ipswich and West Moreton region
Roadmap 2016-2020 5.3.2; “Infrastructure investment is a driver for the growth of the region. The
region is a transport corridor and includes major industrial precincts that will be drivers for economic
and employment growth for decades to come. “
Business Confidence
Kilcoy has the best of a variety of retail businesses with award winning Butchers and bakeries, cafes,
2 entertainment hubs in Taverns, hairdresser, real estate practices, Legal and Financial, Mechanical ,
chemist and supermarkets. These businesses need the support of the local population to remain
viable. As the population ages and with little to offer 16+ age group, Kilcoy faces the challenge of
convincing Somerset Regional Council to focus on supporting and investing in existing local
businesses. Local business provides the basis for all investment in a region. Tourism provides
seasonal revenue and gives an area an economic boost but only during those peak seasons.
A great opportunity exists for Business to work proactively in advance of the Kilcoy CBD
Beautification Project. Assisting the dedicated members of the Chamber as they offer ideas like
adopting simple shop front and streetscape improvements that will see an immediate return of
community pride. The balloons laid out along the Commonwealth Games Relay route are a reminder
of this. Kilcoy cannot rely on Tourism alone as the Economic Development Plan suggests.
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STRENGTHS

Core
Kilcoy has at its core strength its location and vicinity to 5 major Queensland Regions. It is no
accident that Kilcoy Global Foods, Searle’s Garden products and Seapal have their base here in
Kilcoy. However, we must advocate for community and local government support on behalf Kilcoy
businesses to ensure Kilcoy takes a piece of the business growth that is proposed by Somerset
Regional Councils Economic Development Plan.

Spirit
Kilcoy has a great community spirit and enjoys services that many of our sister regional townships do
not enjoy. The Kilcoy Lions Christmas Carnival has the support of the local business community.
Donations from business to community activities are well served throughout Kilcoy. This highlights
the capacity for Kilcoy to rally around and take pride in its community endeavours. Adopting this
approach to a business model will foster greater pride in our township.
Kilcoy is a country town and has the capacity to build on this look and feel. By encouraging
businesses to take responsibility for their own streetscapes and impressing the benefits of a tidy up
that is consistent with the local pulse.
The Kilcoy Yowie Country Markets are enjoying a makeover, this has had immediate benefit to the
brand Kilcoy. New business is being generated with several new stall holders coming on board
recently thanks to the efforts of the current Manager and Kilcoy Lions. The Chamber does however
acknowledge business concerns that the Markets may detract from local business. The Chamber will
work with local business to address any and all concerns.
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Culture
Kilcoy is developing its own cultural heart, the Art Society with the launch of the New Courthouse
Deck in September will bring a freshness to Kilcoy Yowie Park and provide locals and visitors alike
with a lovely relaxing venue to enjoy. The opportunity that this will bring to Kilcoy is boundless. The
Chamber will continue to be supportive of the Art Society in its quest to build upon its reputation.
The local Historical Society works behind the scenes to ensure that history of Kilcoy remains relevant
safeguarding the Historical posters around town which are well received by locals and visitors alike.
The Chamber and the Kilcoy District Progress Alliance Inc believe investment in Kilcoy’s History and
its Brand, will yield economic and social benefit. The development of a Heritage Report provides an
imperative asset that community groups and Local councils can use to attract interest in economic
development and investment in ventures. Grants will be explored to support this project in
cooperation with major stakeholders.

Development and Lifestyle
Somerset Regional Council announced in the 2018 Budget, $55k spend on the Yowie Park Precinct
which will give the park a much needed facelift. This will have flow on benefits to many sectors of
the business and community.
The Council has taken a very positive view of the Kilcoy District Progress Alliance Inc presentation to
develop the CBD’s of Kilcoy and surrounding Somerset Regional townships. This offers the business
community a fabulous opportunity to be proactive and as a collective union begin the CBD
beautification process. The Somerset Regional Council Economic Development Plan highlights
supporting the implementation of centre plans for towns and villages. The Kilcoy District Progress
Alliance Inc looks forward to the consultative process. (Source: Somerset Planning Region Scheme – V3 27 April 2018
c) Development that abuts Important Street Frontages on Strategic Framework Map 3E—Town Identity—Kilcoy addresses, activates and
enhances the street environment refer: addendum pg 14)

Kilcoy is also enjoying several new land developments that will provide new families coming to the
district with great home and lifestyle options.
Kilcoy Global Foods is prepared to invest further in our township and district. The company has
previously placed over 90 children through the local schools, it currently supports a $50mill payroll in
Kilcoy and District. It sponsors many local events. Kilcoy can benefit greatly by supporting the efforts
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of the CEO who has been instrumental in retaining the Kilcoy Global Company in Kilcoy and thereby
all future growth will be supporting the District and the Somerset Region.
The Kilcoy Racing Club is a multi-million dollar turnover, $20+mill made from its betting revenue.
This club provides the community with facilities, prize winnings, functions, entertainment, hosting
and the best horse true track that appeals to the Asian customer Market. Community groups like the
RSL and Lions are supported as they manage the bar and BBQ on race days. The Kilcoy Racing Club
will be an essential partner to the ongoing development of Kilcoy business enterprise.

World Class
Racing
Venue

Kilcoy
Lifestyle

Golf and
Bowls Clubs
Somerset
Dam
Activities

Tourism
Kilcoy enjoys a variety of holiday accommodation choices giving the Happy Traveller any number of
ways to enjoy the District. Hotels, Motels, Caravan Sites, Camping sites and private holiday lets. The
villages of Hazeldean and Somerset Dam provide close proximity to the holiday destination of water
sport lovers where they can find a vast choice of accommodation. The District is alive with local
markets, Camp Draft, Kilcoy Show, Motocross and Historical Trails of Jimna and area.
The beautiful scenery surrounding Kilcoy and District attracts motorsports, cyclists and caravans.
Kilcoy business has a great opportunity to provide motivation to engage these visitors to stay rather
than stop momentarily.
The Horse racing industry is supported by the Kilcoy Racing Club offering the punter the best in form,
facilities, Cup days and events. Kilcoy’s Racecourse is kikuyu grassed and considered the best in
racing circles bringing sustainable tourist dollars to the community.
The Kilcoy Global Foods co. entertains international guests on a regular basis. These guests have
seen Woodford and its CBD layout, it is their preferred destination following meetings. Kilcoy has the
capacity to be exceptional, it needs the support of business to ensure that beautification is a part of
the shopfront look and feel. The Somerset Regional Council will do its part but should not be in
isolation to business responsiveness.
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Assumptions
The Somerset Regional Council provides opportunities for the Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce &
Community Inc to represent the interests of business in various economic and tourism formats. It is
in the interest of the revamped Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community Inc to refresh
knowledge regarding the business programs that strengthen the capabilities of Somerset businesses
including online marketing, business management, product and service delivery. (Source: Somerset
Economic Development Plan 6. Retaining local businesses…)
The retention of local businesses is essential for Kilcoy growth. The Chamber fully supports the
Economic Development Plan item 7. Supporting growth in towns and villages to create employment
and economic opportunities throughout the region by encouraging new and home based businesses
with a focus on growth in Somerset town and village retail/business centres. Kilcoy has interested
parties in providing a business hub in Kilcoy, there are many home based businesses using social
media for their marketing platforms. To give these business owners greater flexibility to
communicate with other local business operators as well as potential customers from a dedicated
business environment would greatly support growth in those utilising the Hub. Kilcoy Chamber of
Commerce & Community would welcome discussion with stakeholders regarding the development
of a locally based business Hub.
Improvement of the CBD will foster greater involvement from industry sectors in support of
township development. Change to the CBD will cultivate prominent association from industry
segments in help of the associative advancement of the township. By affiliation, all Kilcoy economic
activities will benefit exponentionally.
The Somerset Council Economic improvement design's No:1 need for Business Growth is the
advancement of Somerset as an excellent goal for entrepreneurs and their representatives. Kilcoy is
integral to the achievement of this need. No: 7 is supporting growth in towns and villages to create
employment and economic opportunities throughout the region. No: 8 Buy local and spend local to
support the local economy and supply chains.
In relation to the Somerset Futures Long Term Community Plan 2010 – 2020, the following excerpts
capture the essence of Kilcoy’s current business needs as they relate to Kilcoy Chamber of
Commerce objectives.




Support access to funding streams which enhance local businesses
Develop planning instruments which respond to the changing dynamics of local businesses
and industries
Work with government and business to develop a plan for workforce and regional economic
development
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Create local employment and training opportunities through working collaboratively with
education and training providers
Actively develop and foster relationships with key stakeholders and the community to
inform planning processes and the implementation of Somerset Futures

In Conclusion:
The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community Inc is committed to taking a holistic approach in
reviewing the Business Plan in partnership with the chambers members and the wider business
community. Community engagement provides the Chamber with an opportunity to build
relationships, develop communication and encourage participation within the community. It will
allow complex issues to be explored in open and transparent ways to ensure the best possible
outcomes are achieved.
The Somerset Regional Council, Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community working together under
the Somerset Regional Council community engagement policy objectives:





Secure and provide appropriate resources and information to turn ideas into action
Provide transparent communication and engagement opportunities with the community and
business
Advocate to upgrade infrastructure that helps to create a region with progressive Facilities

The Kilcoy Chamber of Commerce & Community will seek guidance and support from the Somerset
Regional Council, Somerset Region Business Alliance and relevant government organisations as it
endeavours to highlight the matters that impact Kilcoy growth and development.
Referenced Documents in preparation of this Business Plan:







Somerset Region Planning Scheme V3 April 2018
Somerset Regional Council C011 Community Engagement Policy
RDAIWM 2016-2020
Somerset Futures 2010-2020 Long Term Community Plan
Somerset Regional Council Economic Development Plan 2015 – 2020
Draft 2018-2022 Somerset Region Waste Management Plan



Somerset Regional Council Budget 2018-2019





ABS Census Data
Local Business and historical knowledge
ERM Sustainability Report 2018

Addendum
A) Excerpt from Somerset Region Planning Scheme pg 29-30
B) Heritage Strategy
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